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The Ology Ancient Truths Ever New
The ultimate guide to Christian homemaking advises readers on everything
from meal planning to interior decorating, biblical womanhood to
budgeting, serving as a comprehensive handbook for the woman and her
home.
Equips parents to guide their young children through all major doctrines in
an understandable, chapter-a-day format. Sure, it's easy to teach your
children the essentials of Christian theology when you're a theology
professor. But what about the rest of us? With Big Truths for Young Hearts,
Bruce Ware, (you guessed it!) a theology professor, encourages and enables
parents of children 6-14 years of age to teach through the whole of
systematic theology at a level their children can understand. Parents can
teach their children the great truths of the faith and shape their worldviews
early, based on these truths. The book covers ten topics of systematic
theology, devoting several brief chapters to each subject, making it possible
for parents to read one chapter per day with their children. With this nonintimidating format, parents will be emboldened to be their children's
primary faith trainers-and perhaps learn a few things themselves along the
way.
Questions! Questions! Questions! Children are full of them. Where did I
come from? What is God like? Is there only one God? The Big Book of
Questions and Answers is a family guide to the Christian Faith. It contains a
wealth of activities, prayers, and Bible references. These interactive
resources will bring families closer together as they learn about the
Christian faith.
The greatest concern of every Christian parent and teacher is to lead
children to grow in their faith and understanding of God. This classic
volume uses simple, conversational language to discuss such matters as the
nature of God, sin, salvation, the Christian life, the church, prayer and the
Second Coming. Widely used by teachers and parents, this valuable book
contains eighty-six sections, each followed by discussion questions, a
suggested reading, a hymn, and a prayer.
Celebrating the Birth of Jesus Family Devotional
Gospel Story for Kids Old Testament Coloring Book
The Radical Book for Kids
An Advent Devotional
In Easy Words and Pictures
Old Story New
Ancient Truths, Ever New

This board book, written by best-selling author Kevin DeYoung and illustrated by
Don Clark, introduces young children to the big story of the Bible one letter at a
time.
"Based on the ESV Bible, this unique, illustrated Bible storybook uses 156 stories to
present God's plan of salvation in Christ from its opening narrative in Genesis to its
finale in Revelation."--Provided by publisher.
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Presents the most important truths of the Christian faith from the Bible, discussing
such topics as sin, salvation, and the Trinity.
Collects children's prayers and hymns from the Christian, Buddhist, Hindu,
Muslim, Jewish, and Druid faiths.
A Child's Book of Bible Teachings
The New City Catechism
Long Story Short
How God Got the World Ready for Jesus
The 10 Minute Bible Journey
Read-Aloud Book of Bible Stories
An Invitation to the Skeptical
Family Bible study doesn't have to be complicated. Best-selling children's book author
Marty Machowski helps busy parents share the gospel story with their kids through Long
Story Short, an outstanding devotional book full of stories, illustrations, and applicable
learning suggestions. For active families, reading the Bible together can feel
overwhelming. Long Story Short is designed to explain God's plan of salvation through the
Old Testament, focusing on the hero of Scripture and important biblical truths without
being corny, confusing, or condescending. As a creative and Christ-centered family
devotional, Long Story Short equips parents to make disciples in their homes by breaking
down the Bible story in shorter, easy-to-understand sections. Both practical and simple,
this beautifully designed book is faithful and interactive to Scripture. Machowski guides
families through the Old Testament stories, drawing on his experience as a father of six
and family life pastor. Christian parents know the importance of passing the gospel story
on to their children, yet we live in a busy world filled with distractions. Schedules collide,
homework and laundry and soccer practice await, and before you know it, it's easy to miss
God's Word. With just ten minutes a day, five days a week, parents have enough time to
pass on the most valuable treasure the world has ever known. Long Story Short is a family
devotional program designed to cultivate honest and powerful discussion about the Bible,
which is the catalyst for change in children's lives.
From the scores of beautiful and thrilling tales in the Bible, celebrated British author Amy
Steedman has collected three dozen that are sure to delight young children. With the
confidence of a master storyteller practiced in holding the attention of even the most
restless child, she weaves tales of Noah and Moses, Solomon and David, and Daniel in the
lion’s den. She leads young listeners to marvel at prophesies of the coming Savior, to be
charmed by the gentle goodness of His boyhood, and be dazzled by the scores of miracles
that proved He is the Messiah coming to save Israel … and to save, as well, every little
child who hears these stories! Continuing with stories about events after the Resurrection,
Miss Steedman takes young readers along with Peter, Paul, and the Apostles as they carry
the Good News to the ends of the Earth, and she even gives them a glimpse, with St. John,
of the marvels promised for the end of time! Today, too many religious books for young
children trivialize the story of salvation and its many tales of mystery and majesty! Not
these classic read-aloud stories that have proven their worth for over a century now! These
stories are suited to the unlimited understanding of young children; but they’re
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proportioned as well to the immense powers of imagination which remain uncrippled in
little children, leaving them for the meantime still able and willing to believe in the truth
of good things, and in marvels they may not yet understand. Now is the time to read Amy
Steedman’s remarkable Bible stories to your child … to plant in their souls these sweet
seeds of truth and beauty. Be patient! Not too long from now, you’ll find them blooming
into a mature and abiding faith in Jesus.
Offers lessons to help parents teach their children the basic truths of the Christian faith
Best-selling children’s book author Marty Machowski helps families connect to the Bible
with a theologically robust yet simple and relatable devotional program. Old Story New is
designed to explain God’s plan of salvation through the New Testament. Suited for
children from preschool through high school, this gospel-focused book is full of tenminute devotions to continue the gospel story that began in Long Story Short. The
consistent and short structure helps children walk through the life-changing truths of the
Christian faith in the New Testament—without overwhelming them. The gospel story told
through Old Story New is filled with adventure, suspense, drama, and mystery, captivating
young readers. Machowski makes it easy for parents and caregivers to stay on the lifegiving course of sharing the gospel with their families. Through 78 New Testament stories,
Old Story New does the hard work for moms and dads. Simple discussion questions (and
answers!) for each day’s devotion help children understand and connect with Jesus’s life,
death, resurrection, and the birth of the Christian church. Old Story New isn’t devotional
material preaching half-truths and moralism. This creative devotional program helps
parents shepherd their children to see redemptive history, with the central theme of Jesus
illuminated clearly in every story. Don’t give up on your family devotions. Machowski
recognizes how well-intended parents and caregivers can struggle to maintain a family
Bible study. A fuller, richer understanding of the gospel will be found in Old Story New.
The Beginner's Gospel Story Bible
The Truth about Extraterrestrial life and the Mysteries of Ancient Egypt
Ten-Minute Devotions to Draw Your Family to God
How the Snake Crusher Brings Us Back to the Garden
Sophie and the Heidelberg Cat
The Disciple-Making Parent
Ancient Psalms Ever New
This beautifully illustrated storybook ushers children into a story of adventure, mystery, and
wonder in which they discover life-changing truths about God, themselves, and the world
around them.
We live in an age of skepticism. Our society places such faith in empirical reason, historical
progress, and heartfelt emotion that it’s easy to wonder: Why should anyone believe in
Christianity? What role can faith and religion play in our modern lives? In this thoughtful and
inspiring new book, pastor and New York Times bestselling author Timothy Keller invites
skeptics to consider that Christianity is more relevant now than ever. As human beings, we
cannot live without meaning, satisfaction, freedom, identity, justice, and hope. Christianity
provides us with unsurpassed resources to meet these needs. Written for both the ardent
believer and the skeptic, Making Sense of God shines a light on the profound value and
importance of Christianity in our lives.
Analyzes the Salem Witch Trials to offer key insights into the role of women in its events while
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explaining how its tragedies became possible.
This modern-day catechism sets forth fifty-two questions and answers designed to build a
framework to help adults and children alike understand core Christian beliefs.
Wise Up
Discovering Jesus in the Old and New Testaments
Teaching and Learning the Greatness of God
Wonderfull
Created for Work
The witches Salem, 1692
The Gospel Story Bible
Would you like to start your child on a journey of self-reliance and love of
the outdoors? A sustainable source of ideas to help your children learn
the ins and outs of animal husbandry, Barnyard Kids encourages children
to get outside, enjoy nature, and reap the benefits of their hard work.
This fun and creative book by Dina Rudick will guide your family through
fun opportunities learning about keeping chickens, milking cows, and
rearing sheeps. It's time to get your little farmhands dirty. Help them
grow to be fruitful, self-sufficient, happy, and healthy!
"Chock full of biblical wisdom - you'll find yourself underlining line after
line, page after page. -- Marty Machowski, Author, Long Story Short and
The Gospel Story Bible. Your children will either live forever with Jesus or
apart from him. Too many growing up in Christian homes will not follow
Christ as adults. Do you have a strategy for parenting in today's hostile
culture? The Disciple-Making Parent will give you confidence in your
journey. In the Disciple-Making Parent you will learn: The North Star to
Guide Your Parenting The Process Second-Generation Christians Go
Through The Reasons Young People Walk Away from the Faith Nine
Powerful Influences Found in Wise Families How Your Example Can
Commend the Gospel What Your Children are Watching at Home How to
Explain Hypocrisy to Them Why the Heart is the Most Important Part of
Them (and How to Stay Connected How Discipline Prepares Them for the
Gospel How To Clearly Explain the Gospel to Little Children How to
Nourish Them with the Word of God Different Ways to Have Family
Devotions (and When to Stop) How to Cast a Vision of the World How to
Pray for Your Children (and for Yourself) The Doubts Your Children Will
Experience and What You Can Do How to Deal with the Electronics and
Media Tsunami And Much More So comprehensive that I could remove all
the parenting books I have and place only The Disciple-Making Parent on
the shelf! - Jackie Kendall, President, Power to Grow, Author, Lady in
Waiting.
Every parent and teacher wants to see their children make good choices,
grow in wisdom, and learn how to live a God-honoring life. But Christian
parents know that teaching good morals isn’t enough. Kids (and adults)
need gospel power in order to “wise up!” Christians through the
centuries have used the book of Proverbs to teach children the godly
wisdom needed to navigate their everyday lives. Wise Up, by author and
family pastor Marty Machowski, is a two-part discipleship resource
geared to help children grown in the true wisdom that is only found in
Christ. Wise Up offers two separate discipleship tools. The first product, a
twelve-week curriculum and companion music album is designed to
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connect the teaching of Proverbs to God’s larger story of salvation.
Children will learn that Solomon’s wisdom, life, and failures all point to
“something greater than Solomon”—they point to Jesus. The goal of this
curriculum is to present the wisdom of Proverbs against the backdrop of
the gospel to show children that real wisdom comes only as we depend
on Jesus for daily help and forgiveness. Each lesson includes Bible
reading, discussion questions, object lessons, a fun activity, and songs
for families from the Walking with the Wise music CD by Sovereign Grace
music. This curriculum includes three learning levels—preschool and
kindergarten (ages 4–6), elementary (ages 6–9), and middle school (ages
10–12). Also available in this series is the companion family devotional,
Wise Up: Ten-Minute Family Devotions in Proverbs, which will help make
learning the truths of Proverbs fun and memorable for the whole family.
Each compact session features Bible reading, discussion questions, a fun
activity, and a song to keep children engaged in making gospelmotivated good choices. Each wisdom theme in Wise Up is carefully and
repeatedly connected to the good news of Jesus’s life, death,
resurrection, and coming return. Wise Up moves families beyond the
practical wisdom of Proverbs to connect the teaching of Solomon to God’s
larger story of salvation.
Ten-year-old Jake struggles to understand his grandma's death. But as he
spends two weeks at his grandfather's home, he is able to receive
answers to his questions about Heaven. As Jake and Grandpa fish, watch
the stars, and take long walks, Grandpa shares what the Bible says about
the reality and beauty of Heaven. As Jake learns the truth about Heaven,
he begins to better understand and accept his grandmother's death. As
readers uncover the truths in the dialogue between Grandpa and Jake,
they will better appreciate the home that awaits all who place their faith
in Christ.
Exploring the Roots and Shoots of Faith
52 Questions and Answers for Our Hearts and Minds
Leading Little Ones to God
Practical Insights for Young Men
Children's Gospel Catechism
Making Sense of God
The Biggest Story ABC
Your children may know of the psalms, but with WonderFull by bestselling author Marty Machowski, young readers learn to use the whole
book of the Psalms to pray, worship, and find help through the
challenges life is certain to bring. Oliver and his grandfather spend
days sitting in front of an old Oak tree, reading through the book of
Psalms together. As Oliver’s curiosity about God evolves into a deep
and abiding faith, his grandfather continues to read to him and pray
with him, discovering together the beauty of the Psalms. Even when
Oliver’s grandpa is no longer able to read with him, Oliver continues
to cherish the Psalms—especially in times of trial—and he imagines
what it will be like to see God face to face and his grandfather again
in heaven. Ancient psalms are made ever new in this beautifully
designed children’s book, and kids will grow to love and appreciate
this book of the Bible. As a best-selling author to numerous books and
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curricula for kids, Marty Machowski draws on over thirty years of
experience as a pastor to provide Scripture-based truth and hope for
young readers. Machowski doesn’t just help kids become familiar with
the psalms. He helps them apply what they are learning to their own
lives, which is a gift that will continue to deepen their walk with
Christ as they grow older.
Grace, the talking cat next door, helps a guilty Sophie understand
that even though everyone disobeys God, hope can be found in Jesus's
sacrifice, promises, and protection.
"The Gospel story for kids" -- p. 4 of cover.
The 10 Minute Bible Journey is a fast-paced, synopsis of God’s Word
from beginning to end. Fifty-two illustrated accounts connect the
chronological, gospel-centered storyline of more than 200 of the most
strategic and amazing events from Creation to Heaven. Filled with
vibrant, full-color illustrations and exciting “faith facts” that
confirm the Bible is true, this apologetics-infused book is designed
to help Christians of all ages achieve a new level in their
understanding of God’s Word and their relationship with Jesus Christ!
Discover: 52 accounts with explanatory notes Devotional passages and
summaries A convenient fold-out timeline Scores of little known facts
The 10 Minute Bible Journey goes beyond the popular stories of Sunday
school to present important context and chronological connections
found within the puzzle pieces of biblical text. Master a new
understanding of how the pieces fit together in the amazing, gospelbased map to Heaven.
The Biggest Story
Dragonseed
Big Book of Questions and Answers about the Christian Faith
The Stargate Conspiracy
Biblical Spirituality
Tell Me About Heaven
The Ology
"Modern culture seems addicted to ease and entertainment. It has
produced a generation of educated yet often dishonest, unproductive,
and weak-willed men. God desires higher standards for His people. He
is looking for young men who do not shy away from hard work, who are
not afraid to get their hands dirty, who can follow directions, think
creatively, respect authority, and happily complete their duties in a
timely manner. These are the ones He is training up to be future
fathers, teachers, and Leaders. 'Created for Work' inspires young men
and offers the tools and encouragement they need to embrace God's ways
and always give an honest day's work"--Page 4 of cover.
The colorful illustrations, scripturereferences, and question and
answerformat of this catechism have beenprayerfully designed to
introduce childrento foundational truths of the great Gospelof Jesus
Christ. "Your Word is a lamp to my feet and a light to my path."
-Psalm 119:105 INCLUDED IN CATECHISM: - There are 33 questions &
Answers divided into three sections: 1. Who is God? 2. Who is Man? 3.
How does Jesus Bring God & Man Back Together? - Every other page there
is an illustration that is colorful and intended to help the child
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retain the information - At the beginning of the book there is a
Parent/Teacher guide help aid in your training. - At the end of the
book there is a full Scripture appendix ENDORSEMENTS "The 'Children's
Gospel Catechism' is a helpful and beautifully illustrated tool to
assist parents in teaching their young children the gospel of Jesus
Christ. Its power is found in its simplicity and its reliance upon the
Word of God." - Paul Washer, Author & Director of HeartCry Missionary
Society "As parents, our greatest responsibility is to teach our
children the gospel. Along with praying for our children, there is
nothing more important than training our children in the nurture and
admonition of the Lord. With the burden that my wife and I share for
our children, I am deeply thankful for the 'Children's Gospel
Catechism.' This catechism is perfectly suited for the youngest of
children, but will also be extremely beneficial for older children as
well. The questions and answers are precisely and wonderfully worded,
and the illustrations are simply captivating. This catechism needs to
be in every home where parents and children gather around the Word for
family worship. I pray that God uses it to bring many children to the
Lord." - Jeffrey Johnson, Pastor, Author & Owner of Free Grace Press
Please visit rebekahely.com for more information
The OlogyAncient Truths, Ever NewNew Growth Press
In recent years, alternative historians have gained remarkable insight
into the mysteries of ancient Egypt—but according to Lynn Picknett and
Clive Prince, their discoveries tie into a dangerous conspiracy nearly
fifty years in the making. At the center of this conspiracy is a group
of respected, powerful individuals who believe that the ancient
Egyptian gods are really extraterrestrials who will soon return to
earth. The conspirators have intimate and exclusive knowledge of this
momentous second coming—but they insist on keeping it to themselves.
What could be the purpose of such a conspiracy? Why are the
conspirators so desperate to keep their information a secret? And what
does it mean for mankind? In this riveting, well-researched book,
Picknett and Price offer compelling evidence that the conspiracy
exists—and expose the insidious motivations of the individuals and
organizations behind it....
Prepare Him Room
The Plan
The Christian Homemaker's Handbook
A Children's Treasury of Prayers
Big Truths for Young Hearts
Unwrapping the Names of Jesus
A Family Guide for Raising Animals

Before the dawn of time God made a plan a plan to love, save and rescue. The world was made
ready for Jesus Christ to save his people from their sins."
God’s love is unstoppable. And that’s a promise. Noah’s ark. Joseph’s dreams. Jesus’s
miracles. The Bible is rich with stories for our children to hear and enjoy, but when those stories
uncover the thread of God’s promises, our children learn much more than individual Bible
stories. They discover how God has demonstrated His love for us, from the first promise in the
garden to the promise of the new heavens and earth. A conversational, whimsical, biblically
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faithful retelling of more than fifty key Bible stories, The Promises of God Storybook Bible lets
your child hear favorite stories with new ears, repeatedly assuring them that each word is proof
of God’s unstoppable love and unbreakable promises to His people.
The Ology by best-selling children's author Marty Machowski is a stunningly illustrated
beginner's theology book to help kids of all ages understand who God is and how we, as his
children, relate to him. Arranged within a traditional systematic theological framework, each
truth in The Ology is also connected to the larger redemptive story of Scripture. This storybook
of systematic theology takes abstract concepts in the Bible and makes them easier to understand
with the use of creative examples, illustrations, and analogies. The Ology is a starting point to
learning theology and aims to create a hunger and desire in children to learn more as they grow
older. Designed for six-year-olds through preteens, this flexible resource includes built-in
adaptations so the entire families can enjoy it together. The story begins in the cellar of the old
stone cathedral, where Carla and Timothy uncover a life-changing treasure: a carefully
wrapped, ancient book known as The Ology. Young readers will discover a tale of adventure,
mystery, and wonder, which will lead them to the truth about God, themselves, and the world
around them. As a father to six children, Machowski knows how to intentionally create a vivid
resource, full of analogies and word pictures to help kids grasp difficult theological concepts.
Read The Ology to preschoolers; read it with grade-school kids, and let older kids discover the
"hidden" truths by reading the corresponding Scripture passages for each section. However you
read it, The Ology will give your children a gift that will last a lifetime—a solid foundation of
transformative biblical truth that will point them to the God who loves them and gave himself for
them. There is also a companion album to The Ology by Sovereign Grace Music that celebrates
these wonderful theological truths through worship music that the whole family can enjoy.
Kids know the value of a promise. Our good and all-powerful God always keeps his word, and
the way he fulfills his promises is better than anyone could have imagined! The Beginner's
Gospel Story Bible traces God's perfect promises for toddlers and preschoolers through fiftytwo Old and New Testament stories. Even the youngest kids will come to ...
Teaching Your Children to Live for God
GARDEN THE CURTAIN & THE CROSS
Barnyard Kids
Big Truths for Little Kids
Ancient Truths Ever New
Learn to Code Now
Share God's best gift with your family this year and start a Lifetime of traditions with this
gospel-focused, four-week Advent family devotional. Each week includes Bible readings, fun
Christmas activities, songs, and an original Christmas story. Book jacket.
What is spirituality? For some, it means nothing more than vague self-improvement pulled
from the latest best-selling self-help book. For others, it refers to some generic religious
practice. Shedding life-giving light on what often remains ill-defined and unclear, this book
sets forth a vision of biblical spirituality—“a renewed sense of the momentousness of being
alive in God’s world as God’s people are led by God’s Spirit through God’s Word unto
godly, Christlike character.” With careful exegetical work and theological reflection, the
contributors—pastors and scholars such as Christopher W. Morgan, Paul R. House, Nathan
A. Finn, and Gregg R. Allison—address spirituality from the perspective of the Bible, exploring
topics such as the Trinity, divine sovereignty and human responsibility, the “already” and
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“not yet,” and the church. This book also addresses practical questions about spirituality
related to the workplace, disciplines of the body, and more.
Featuring chapters that are short enough to be read in one sitting, this illustrated Bible story
book imaginatively retells the biblical narrative in one continuous story, helping kids connect
the dots from Genesis to Revelation.
How to focus on Christ during Advent Most Christians agree that Christmas is all about
Jesus, yet most of us spend little time preparing our hearts to celebrate Him. Why is this?
Partly because we don’t know how. In Unwrapping the Names of Jesus, Asheritah Ciuciu
leads readers through the four weeks of Advent (Hope, Preparation, Joy, and Love). Each
week: Begins with an interactive family devotional that equips readers to celebrate Advent
together Offers five daily reflections that focus on that week's name of Jesus Includes
suggestions for fun-filled family activities or service projects This devotional can be used by
readers in their own personal worship times or as a tool to engage in family worship during
the busy holiday season. Either way, participants will gain a greater sense of awe and wonder
at who Jesus is. By focusing on the person and character of Jesus throughout the Advent
season, readers will prepare their hearts so that when they admire the live nativity, sit in the
candlelight service, or wake up on Christian morning, they can join the faithful who sing
from the bottom of their hearts, "O come, let us adore Him, Christ the Lord!"
Everything a Child Should Know about God
Public Schools and the Decline of Christianity
The Promises of God Storybook Bible
10-Minute Family Devotions in Proverbs
Indoctrination
The Big Picture of Scripture in 52 Quick Reads
A Comprehensive Guidebook for Raising Your Children to Love and Follow Jesus Christ
Why a growing number of parents choose not to send their
children to public school. The companion book to the awardwinning documentary “IndoctrinNation”, this eye-opening book
includes: An unforgettable introduction by a father who lost his
son in the Columbine school massacre — “I put him in a pagan
school where they teach there is no God.” 12 common reasons
people give not to homeschool — and the manageable reality of
this educational alternative Revealing, firsthand accounts of
Christian educators working in public schools — sharing the
struggles they face in a hostile system The classroom antiChristian ideologies from humanism, marxism, utopianism,
educational psychology, and more confronting students in public
schools today Look behind the comfortable myths of an
educational system actively at work to alter your child’s moral
values, worldview, and religious beliefs. Learn the history and
philosophy of public school education — and discover it is based
on neither Christian nor American values. Explore the biblical
principles regarding education — and who is ultimately
responsible for our children’s future.
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